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Long lerm Activity Estimates 
For The Northern ~arshall Jslands 

407587 

This paper provides pre1iminary upper-bound estimat s of the 
residual ~arrrna activity on the northern Marshall ls1ands du to U.S. 
1trrospheric testing at Bikini. These estimates are intende to be 
indicative of the activity to be detenr.ined by up-co~ins de ailed 
surveys. Estimates are also provided for islands in the En we~ak atoll 
1nd compared with the 1972 survey. Fina11y, an analysis of line pro

files and fallout patterns is presented which serves to di1 neate those 
northern Marshall islands which were uncontaminated by fa11 
the Bikini tests. 

l. . APPROACH 
BEST COPY VAILABLE 

After 20 years or so, the principal fission procuct of in~erest 

are Sr90 and cs 13~ whose characteristics are sunr..arized bel 

Isijtope Cu,..ies/kt of Fraction of Ha 1 f Life . Decay Mode 
Fission et H+l Total Curies 

!YO . ' 
i l 

Sr90 110 
csl37 320 

2 .1x10·7 

6.lxl0-7 
29y 
30y 

e or,1y 
S(lOO:) and 
y(93:) 

The fractional contribu~ion of cs137 to the one-hou dose rate 
is not the same as the fraction of total Curies at one hour since the 
cs137 y energy is lower than that average energy for a11 fi sio~ pro
ducts (.66 MeV vs. 2 MeV). This results in a roentgen resp nse for 
ts137 that is 0.41 times that for the inventory taken as I hole. At 
some time 1fter burst, when ts137 is the only remaining fis ion product 
.:y-emitter, the dose rate is given by D E ARCHIVF..S 

D(T) • D(l hr) [6.lxlo-7 x 0.41] (O.S)T/JO 

where T is in years. Note that beta activity is not being onsidered 
here on the preswnption that the survey techniques distingu sh between 
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beta and garm.a. The above equation permits estimating the 1 ng term 
- Gamna activity, provided there ere one-hour dose rate measure ents at 

the locations of interest. 

II. RES UL TS 

The first step in the analysis was to conpare the do e-rc.te 
estimates developed as prescribed above with recent surveys erformed 
for the Enewetak atoll. This comparison would indicate the 1agnitude 
of the difference due to neglecting the migration of the iso opes into 
the soil and plant uptake. Figure 1 is a map of the Enewet ato11 
showing the location of 3 islands chosen for the com~aris~n A1ice, 
Janet, and Yvonne. Table 1 lists the measured dose rate fr . the 1951-~8 
operations for these three islands as Wfll as the 1972 esti tes for 
the cs137 component. 

The 1972 survey (reported in N\'OJ-140) provides ave ge exposur~ 
rates separately for t.s137 and Co60 • {This latter isotope i not a 
fission product but results from weapon de~ris activation). In addition. 
aver.age profiles ere provided of Cs 137 concentration (pCi/g versus 
soii depth for Alice and Janet. ·It is important to note th ~ there 
evidently have been no cleanup activities (which would inva idate the 
comparisons discussed here) on Alice and Janet. Yvonne is different 
situation because of construction and earth moving activiti 
the testing period. large variations in exposure rates occ r on Yvonn~; 
thus, mean levels are misleading .. For this reason, Yvonne ill be droi)ped 
from the comparison. . DOE ARCHIVES 

Table 2 provides the ts137 survey data for Alice an Janet. 
The dose rates can be compared directly with the estimates f Table 1. 
As expected, the estimates are high since among other reaso s it was 
assumed that the 1ctivity was all on the surface. The soil profiles 
cf activity concentration versus depth can be used to deve1 p a pseudo 
dose rate by relocating the activity back to the surface. co~parison 
of this value.with the estimate is useful in that the diffe ence is 
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Table l. ·Dose Rate Est;mates for EneweUk 

OP£RAT10N YEAR ONE·H~UR DOSE RATES • (R/H~) 
. 

ALlCE JANtT Y\'O~~r\E 

GREENHOUSE 51 sso 800 0-1000 

IVY 52 2000 2000 . SS 

CASTLE S4 50 15 0 

RED~ING 56 430 480 SSD·8J5D 

HAAOTACK SB BSD 90 305-2500 • 

. . 
* DASA-1251 . 

·. 

ISLAND 1972 DOSE-RATE'* 
. EST If"J.. TE (MR/ HR) 

. 
ALICE - .. 0.1 

JANET 0.7 

YVONNE· 0.2-2.0 
•, . 

. .:• 
.. _ .. 
. . 

• 137 on1y • Cs 
" ·. 

i 
I 
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Table 2. 
, 37 Selected Cs Data from 1972 Enewetek Survey 

Surface Activity Density (P:1J ;) 
Dose Rate ts a Function of Soil D pth 

Island (mr/hr) (z in cm) 

Alice .042 67 exp (-.011 z), 0 < z < 70 

r7 exp (-0.67 z). 0 < z < 8.2 

Janet .025 22 exp (-.025 z), 8.2 < z < 75 

0.55 exp (-.0031 z), 15 < z < l8:J 

' 

~ 

. 

. 
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then attributable not to soil migration but rather to plant ptekc end 
- other losses. To develop this pseudo dose rate, the follow ng equation 

was us·ec: 

2 -s/zmax A(Ci/m } s p x 10 o(z}dz 
0 

where o is the activity density in pCi/g, z is the depth in c~. p is 
the soil density (l.8g/c~3 ) and the factor of 10·8 provides the con-

1 version fro~ pCi to Ci and from cm·2 to m· 2• The dose rate for cs137 

is given by 

D(R/HR) s 6.21 A(Ci/rr.2} • 

Table 3 sur:r.~rizes the com?arisor. between the estimated and measured 
137 . Cs dose rate and th~-pseudo dose rate as well. As can b seen, the 

estimate is a factor of about 20 higher than the measured v 1ue and 
that roughly half of this difference can be accounted for b rnechanisl71s 
other than soil migration. This comparison indicates that im?1e 
estimates car. be used to provide bounding upper lirr.its and hat it 

mig~t be possible to refine these estimates to within an o er of 
magn~tude by correcting f~r soil migration. The conditions for this 
refinement would be: 

e.) that for the location of interest. there had 
been no cleanup or major earth moving prior 
to the survey and 

b.) that the soil profiles would be similar to th 
found on undisturbed Enewetak islands receivi 
fallout (such es Fig. 1409 of "SUTT1T1ary of Fin 
chapter of NV00-140). 

·ngs" . 
Having compared dose rate estimates with survey re lts for 

Enewetak. we can now turn to those islands in the northern .arsha11s 
that were contaminated by fallout from shots et Bikini. 

Because the estimating scheme being used requires 
dose rate as input, it is important to first establish tha 
~asurements were made in 111 cases where there was fallou 
islands of interest. If these data ere incomplete, estima 

DOE ARCHIVES 
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lable 3. Com?arison of Estimated end Measured ts137 Activ ty 

ISLAt\O 

Alice 

Janet 

'* 

ESTIM"TE 

0.7 

0.7 

oost RATE (MR/HR) 

01 RE Ci MEASUREMEt\i 

.042 

.025 

Calculated by relocating activity to surface. 

J..lice 

Janet 

RATIO (ESTlMkTE/MEASUREO) 

17 

28 

1.4 

7.0 

-. 
ltff ER ED FRO~: · 
SOIL i\OF"ILE• 

• 

LSO 

I • 10 
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. . 
be made. Table ., sum.iiarizes the fallout pattern characte sties fro;., 
the Bikini tests. The last column in most cases indicates th!t the 
wind directions precluded fallout on the islands. The de nit~ excep-
t ions are Bravo and Yankee. For Bravo and Yankee. off-sit measure"7ler,ts 
were in fact made. r~one c.f the [newetak shots resulted i fa1lo:Jt on 
Bikini or other islands to the e!st, so the test operatio in Tab1e l 

tara be ignored . 

. \ 

:Figure 2 shows the Marshall Islands relative tot test lo:a-
tions. 'the Bravo fallout pattern has been reconstructed i depender.t1y 

• by AFSWP, NRDL end RAND using some modelling, while the Ya ee pattern 
is based on extensive surveys. The one-hour dose rates f 'affected 
islands are given in Table 5. All of the listed islands a e outside 
the lowest dose-rate ·(lOOR/HR) contour for Yankee (Rongel is just 
ba~e1y); the levels !re stated only to· the nearest decade ince 
extr!polation had to be used. The range of values for Ro elap anc .. 
Rongerik is due tc the variation of the Bravo pattern acr s the 
respective island. By and large, Bravo is the predominan contrib~tor. 

Table 6 provides 1977 estimates of the Cs 137 dose ate for 
these islands. On the basis of the limited comparison pe onned for 
the Enewetak ca~e. these values could be reduced by a fa: r of about 
6 to ~ccount for soil migration, provided the geology is s .ihr to that 
for Enewetak. 

DOE i\RCHIVF.S 
The final part of this paper is devoted to identi ing with 

~ high confidence which islands did not receive fallout fro the Bikini 
• 

tests. Table 4, as discussed above, indicates that ~nly 
Yankee definitely resulted in fallout on the islands; thi 

ravo and 
is based 

on the use of off-site measurements to reconstruct their spective 
fallout patterns. The other shots in the Castle operatio , for which 
there were no off-site measurements, apparently were not problem. 
However, a detailed investigation is warranted and is rep rted on in 
the appendix. Also contained there is an extrapolation o the Bravo 
and Yankee patterns .to a level consistent with background 
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Table 4. Fa1lout Fro~ Bikini Shots 

I 
t -. . Wind Off-S te 

Shot Yield Type - Dir (to) '1e! . Concl. 

CROSSRO~DS 

Ab 1 e ( 6-30-46) 23KT Air 
"' 

~lo Direction 

Baker (7-24-46) 23KT U\\ N No Direction 

· Ct..STLE 
Bravo (2-28-54) lS~T Surface E .Yes Probl e:r, 

Romeo (3-28-54) + Barge w No Direction 

Koon (4-6-54) 110>:1 Surface NE No Direction 

Union (4-25-5~) + Barge NE No Dire:tio:i 

Yankee (5-4-5() 
. 

Barge Prob1 e:'i. + NE· Yes 

: RT:m-l!NG 

Cherokee (5-20-55) . ->H:T Air N~·! No Direction 

Zuni (5-27-56) 3. sr~T Surface P.H\ Yes Direction 

Flathead (6-11-56) + Barge N Yes Direction 

Dakota (6-25-56) + Barge N No Direction 

Navajo (7-10-56) + Barge N\\ Yes Direction 

Tewa (7-21-56) SMT Barge NW Yes Direction 

. · HAR:>TACK 

Fir (5-11-58) + &arge w No Direction 

Nutmeg (5-21-58) N Barge w No Direction 

Sycamore (5-31-SB) Barge W-NE No I Direction 

Map1 e (6-10-58) · Barge W-N No Direction 

Aspen (6-14-58) Barge N No Direction - A: 

Redwood (6-27-58) Barge N'W No ·~ Direction 
~ 

Hickory (6-29-58) H Barge w No Direction c 
Cedar (7-2-58) Barge r~E No Direction 

Poplar (7-12-58) + Barge N-\~ r.o Direction 
.,. 
( i.Jun1per (7-22-58) Barge Nl-: No Direction 
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lable 5. One Hour Dose Rates for Bravo and Yankee 

Dose Rate (R/Hr) -. 

Ishnd Br!vo Yankee 

Rongelap 200-2400 100 

Ailinginae 100-200 0.1 

Rongeri k 200-so:i 10 

Tak a 20 o., 
Bikar 100 10 

Utirik 25 0 .1 
• 

Ail uk 1 0 

..._.,.a. ·- ·-

. -. 

Table 6. ~s137 Dose Rate Es~im~tes for 1977 

: lsl!r:d 
Dose Rate (m~/HR) 

.... --
Ronge1!? .044 - 3. 7 

Ail inginae .015 .. .030 

Rongerik .030 .. .12 

Taka .003 

BH~ar 
.015 

Utirik .004 

Ailuk .00015 
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On the basis of this investigation, the following is ands ere 
extreme1y un1ikely to have received fallout frorr. the Bikini r Enewetak 

- tests at ltvels higher than the background exposure of 200 em/year: 

Wot to 
Ujae 
lee 
lib 
Mejuro 
Namorik 
Kusaie 

-bikjep 
otje 

Erikub 
·t\a 1 oel ap 
Arno 
Kil i 
Kwajalein 

Aur 
Na mu 
Jabh'O 
Ailin la;.ialap 
Mil i 
Narik 
Jal ui 
Ebor1 

and eny other islands circumscribed by thE above. 

The following islands may have received some fall~u from 
nuclear tests. It is unlikely that the intensities would h e resu1tec 
in an exposure of more t~en 2 rem the first year; subsequen annwa1 

exposures would have bein less than background: 

Je~ Ailuk Meji 

The following islands did receive fallout with inte sities 
ranging from 1 to 20~0 R/hr et l hr. They are listed in es imatec 

order of decreasing residual activity: 

Rongelap 
Taongi (b!sed on cloud drift only - no survey data vailab1e) 
Rongerik 
Ailinginae 
Biker 
Utirik 
Taka 

.• 
DOE ARCHIVES 

III. CONCLUSIONS . . 
The above estimates. even when corrected for soil ·gration, 

can only be considered preliminary; they are very likely t be upper 
bounds. Note that only ts137 hes been considered. The ad ition of 
sr90 (a beta-emitter) and to60 (which resu1ts from weapon bris acti
vation) are necess~ry in com~leting the estimates of the t tel activity 

present. 
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The distribution of the activity in the soil, plant and organ
isms will not be determined by a simple survey of surface c ntamination. 
The estimates ;n this paper, along with tuch 1 survey, woul. be useful 

in determinino such 1 distribution from the fo11owinD kinds of additional 
data: 

1.} water table height and verietion 

b.) physi~al characteristics of the soil strata 

c.) plant categories and root de~th. 

• 
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APP£NOJX 

ASSESS~ENi OF WINO PROrIL£S Ano FALLOUT 
PATTERNS FOR BIKINI TESTS 

The Bravo and Yankee shots. as previous1y disc sed, both deposited 
fa11out on the islands east ·of Bikini. Jn both cases~ he lowest 
reported contour level was not low enouoh to tircumscri e thP tote1 
fallout deposition. Extrapolation was used to define t e O.l H/HR (H-+l) 

contour; this level was chosen because it results in an xposurc thE 
first year of about 200 mrerr..which is about the annual ckground dose. 
Shown in Figure 2 is the southern periphery of the Brav end Ybnkee 
patterns ~letive to the location of the 1s1ands. • 

The other Castle shots are Romeo, Koon and Union off-site 
fallout measurements er~ not available so that their res ctive wind 
profiles have to be examined. 

The Romeo winds at H+3 tnd H+9 (DASA 1251) were n t measured 
above 67,000 ft. Below this altitude the dominant direct on of the 
profile is to the north; while not.measured for the test, the higher 
altitude winds are unifonn1y to the west. Thus it is sef to state 
that the Romeo fa11out did not reach any of the off-site rsha11 Islands. 

Shot Koon winds were documented for 111 levels of ntercst. 
Except for near-surface, no winds had a northerly componen that would 
have carried any fallout to the south and east. It· c·an be stated with 
high confidence that Koon fallout carried to the north and 
did not reach any of the Marsha11 Islands. 

a.st, and 

DOE ARCHIVES . 
Shot Union presented 1 rather unique wind problem. Although 

. the lower altitude winds were from the east, strong norther y arid 
westerly components existed from 12.000 to S0,000 feet. Th influence 

1 of the winds is not readily apparent without further examin tion. 
Therefore 1 crude reconstruction of the fa11out pattern was erformed 
by detennining the displacement of so. 100 and 20~J partic1 which 
are initially assumed to be at cloud top and at cloud botto This 

( perm;ts the construction of an envelope of 111 such-particle in the 
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cloud. The ~+6 wind profile was used and constent fell rete of .15, 
· .57 and 2.1 m/sec,respective1y,.,1ere used for the three parti le sizes. 

(Including the 1ltitude dependence of fell rate is probably n over-

• specification,considering the uncertainty in the spatial var etio~ 

of the wind).· Shown in Figure 3 h this envelope. Taongi i definite1y 
affe.cted by the Union fallout, but the other is lends are outs de the 
fallout envelope. 

• 

' • !::~ 
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